PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
To express your preference for the person you believe should be nominated as Democratic candidate for President, you may do one of the following:

- Vote for one candidate for this office or
- Vote for "No Preference" if you do not wish to vote for a candidate or
- Write in another name and fill in the oval to the right.

Caution: Do NOT vote for "No Preference" and write-in.

DEVAL PATRICK .............................................
AMY KLOBUCAR ....................
ELIZABETH WARREN ...................
MICHAEL BENNET ....................
MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG ...........
TULSI GABBARD .............
CORY BOOKER .............
JULIAN CASTRO ............
TOM STEYER ............
BERNIE SANDERS ............
JOSEPH R. BIDEN ............
JOHN K. DELANEY ............
ANDREW YANG ............
PETE BUTTIGIEG .........
MARIANNE WILLIAMSON ....

NO PREFERENCE .............

WARD COMMITTEE
To express your preference for the person you believe should be elected as Democratic candidate for Ward Committee, you may do one of the following:

- Vote for one person for this office or
- Vote for "No Preference" if you do not wish to vote for a person or
- Write in another name and fill in the oval to the right.

Caution: Do NOT vote for "No Preference" and write-in.

GROUP A

NORMAN J. LEVY .............
ELLIOT M. FRATKIN .............
MARSHA A. NATHAN .............
LAURA A. FALLON .............
WENDY N. BERG .............
JAMEY M. CROSS .............
ALAN J. SIMON .............
SHELLEY R. ZIMBALIST .............
HENRY W. ROSENBERG .............
DAVID S. THOMSON .............
ANN L. MOSEEL .............
REINEL BARZILAI W. PYE .............
ROBERT S. SULLIVAN .............
PETER B. IVE .........
CHRISTOPHER L. PYE .............
ARTHUR HYMAN .............
SHERBY HYMAN .............
MELLE S. NORMAN .............
PETER A. NORMAN .............
ANDREW D. ZIMBALIST .............
KRISTEN ELICKO .............

GROUP B

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE... WE ALREADY WRITE IN FOR YOU.